
Minutes of RLC SE meeting on Saturday 19th March 2016 
1330 - 1730 GMT 
 
Safer spaces policy 
Read by 'chair' of meeting. All in attendance agreed to work within the policy. 
 
Introductions 
All participants made themselves known to the group.  
 
Follow-up from last meeting 
February meeting didn't happen due to a meeting for the Finance Committee, all of whom 
were the only members able to attend the scheduled meeting for February, being just a day 
later. Notes of January meeting: https://rlc.radicallibrarianship.org/wp-
content/uploads/2015/01/RLCSE_20160123.pdf 
 
Action points: 
DIY space: A second attempt was made as per the action point from January, but nobody 
DIY Space has responded the follow contact. 
Mailing list: This has been further investigated, although there has been an issue installing it. 
This issue has been documented on the Sandstorm. Another tool for potential mailing list 
use has also suggested by another participant. Further work is required, but it should be 
possible to work without further resources being paid for (i.e. a separate server for mailing 
list). Action point: further investigative work to get mailing list working on server used for 
Sandstorm. 
Taskforce statement: There doesn't appear to have been any further work on this 
statement. There were comments made on main RLC mailing list, but these have yet to be 
synthesised and added to the statement. Once this is done, this should be added to the 
website. Action point: finish statement. Add statement to website. 
Speak for Libraries: Participants that went said that this was an "excellent day". The RLC 
placard that was made and taken along especially featured in various photographs and press 
shots. The rally was said to be very energetic and there were some excellent speakers.  
CILIP call for papers: Access denied! The submission was not successful. 
USBs: no further progresses. Action point: continue to look for sources. Once account is 
available, there is some money that could be used to part fund the purchase of USBs for 
Tails drive making at #RLC16 in Brighton. 
'What is RLC': needs a history page. Participants decided that we already have this 
information up on the website, and an additional page is not required  
     
Dates of next meetings 
Meetings are booked up to May, need to book more meetings. The group, however, 
discussed some alternatives to the current arrangement. Firstly, the move to bi-monthly 
meetings was mentioned, but participants were more in favour of alternating meetings 
between London and Brighton. This would allow the region to be more wholly included in 
the branch, and make it more equitable in terms of travelling to meetings. Action 
point:  When would be the best time to do a Brighton? Perhaps 25/06, just before the 
scheduled national meeting? This requires input from Brighton sources in order to ensure 
a suitable date and venue can be located. 
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Rota 
https://rlc.sandcats.io/shared/IllS29xcPIEVEh53Y6dMG6VGz2vfIJCnzphsYKhA606 
Some more time has been divvied up by participants. Others are welcome to assume any of 
these responsibilities. 
 
SSL certificates for RLC web servers 
Update about domain SSL certs: manual renewal is no longer needed as of March 2016, our 
Let's Encrypt SSL certs for rlc.radicallibrarianship.org, journal.radicallibrarianship.org, and 
radicallibrarianship.org will automatically renew every 60 days. Info on this feature (built by 
our host Reclaim Hosting, not Let's Encrypt) here: https://reclaimhosting.com/free-ssl-
certificates-now-available/ 
 
LARC Library 
Sunday cleaning, next steps: 
The library clean was deemed fairly successful. However, there does need to be more 
clutter discarded. Action point: investigate the details of donating materials identified as 
suitable for taking to charity for use in Calais.  
The lighting is still an issue. Action point: look for bulbs to replace the dead ones. Bring 
spare lamps. 
The library, its condition, and how we are supporting it (and any feedback received from 
LARC etc.) is now a standing item for RLC SE (London) 
Action point: disseminate information about LibraryThing in a clear way to spread 
throughout the LARC community more effectively. 
 
RLC Bank 
Now set up from the Holborn Branch of Metro Bank. Just awaiting third signatory. Should be 
complete for next meeting. Action point: try to ensure third signatory has been able to 
make it to appropriate location to finalise the account. 
 
Feminist Library 
A former member of the Feminist Library has contacted RLC about the possibility of assisting 
with developing the archival collection of the Feminist Library. The political climate at the 
Feminist Library has led to many members leaving, and the collection really needs help due 
to its significance. Action point: contact people via the national and local mailing lists to 
see if we have the capacity to support an important project of this nature.  
 
 
A discussion about administration, gender, diversity, inclusiveness, and distribution of 
labour in RLC_SE  
This seems like three separate (though interconnected) discussion points: 
 
1. Administration of RLC_SE 
There was a discussion to see whether a temporary committee should be formed to more 
clearly define who is responsible for administrative duties at a particular time. This would 
require some defining of rules, tasks, and responsibilities. These could then be sent to the 
mailing list. Duties identified thus far: 
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Emails - delegate things within this (to be decided by initial committee)  
Mailing list management  
Twitter  
Website  
Finances  
Server management 
 
Things that the committee are not suggested to be responsible for:  
LARC meetings  
Keys  
Groceries 
 
Action point: formalise this through the mailing list 
 
2. Gender issues within RLC 
There was a long discussion over this point. It was suggested that it is important to more 
conscientiously consider- in material terms- the diversity of the delegates/representatives of 
RLC, and what this is/means. It was also noted that if women raise an issue, there's an issue, 
and the collective should have more robust ways of dealing with such situations, and this 
very much pertains to other intersectional issues. 
 
A discussion was had regarding the use of pronouns. There is a preference for the collective 
to refer to itself as a collective (i.e. "we") rather than the individuals (e.g. "I"). When one is 
contacted about RLC issues, it is therefore preferred for that person to reflect the collective 
partnership by saying, for example "We have been contacted about XYZ".  
 
3. Encouraging diversity and inclusiveness within RLC 
Another aspect that was suggested was that collaborations for presentations, conferences, 
and issues relating to RLC should ideally be undertaken under collaborative action. There 
will be a talk on this at the national conference, but the principle is to defer to the collective 
to diversify our representation, to offer opportunities to work together, and to share skills 
collaboratively etc. Action point: a statement to be prepared for the website, contributions 
from across the collective will be sought by e.g. social media and the mailing list(s). 
 
Picking up on the last point about collaborations, it was noted that this collaboration could 
share knowledge within the collective to diversify in very practical terms. 
 
CryptoParty: 
Basic discussion of Signal, passwords etc. Thunderbird installed, secure(r) email account 
created, and GPG installed on the machine of an attendee. Keys created, shared and signed. 
Action point: become more aware of GPG on W**dows, because terminal commands are a 
mess on that there OS! 
 
A.O.B. 
 
Reminder: money for LARC  
 


